The catalytic power of pyruvate decarboxylase. A stochastic model for the molecular evolution of enzymes.
Pyruvate decarboxylase (PDC) catalyzes the decarboxylation of pyruvate anion by a factor of around 10(12), compared with the non-enzymic decarboxylation by thiamine, under standard state conditions of 1 mM pyruvate and thiamine diphosphate (TDP), pH 6.2. Free-energy diagrams constructed on the basis of earlier measurements for the enzymic and non-enzymic reactions give some information on catalysis by PDC. PDC stabilizes the reactant state preceding TDP addition to pyruvate by 76 kJ mol-1 and the transition state for the addition by 83 kJ mol-1. PDC stabilizes the reactant state preceding decarboxylation (presumably alpha-lactyl-TDP) by 27 kJ mol-1 and the transition state for decarboxylation by 68 kJ mol-1. In addition, the free-energy diagrams reveal a leveling of reactant-state free energies in the enzymic reaction compared with the non-enzymic reaction, in that the former are nearly equal to each other. The enzyme-bound transition-state energies are similarly leveled. The energetic leveling of reactant states has been noted by Albery, Knowles and their coworkers in many enzymic reactions and termed 'matched internal thermodynamics.' They showed that the result would arise naturally (and inevitably) in the 'evolution to perfection' of enzymes, when the evolutionary process was treated by a deterministic model. The critical assumption of this model was the validity of a Marcus-type or Brønsted-type linear free-energy relationship between rate and equilibrium constants for reactions occurring wholly within enzyme complexes. Here a completely stochastic simulation of molecular evolution, with no deterministic assumptions, is shown to reproduce both 'matched internal thermodynamics' and the 'matched internal kinetics' or leveling of transition-state energies noted here. The Albery-Knowles result is thus more general than might have been supposed.